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CLASH (25) and RELICS (41) programs provide high resolution HST imaging of >50  
lenses. More clusters in other programs. 

All together, they have unveiled hundreds of strongly lensed galaxies up to z~10

Magnification factors can reach a few tens, or more than 3 magnitude gain, allowing to 
study high-z objects in greater detail.  



  

Deep High Resolution images of galaxy clusters often  reveal a wealth of strongly 
lensed galaxies.

Spectroscopic redshifts are needed to properly model the lenses and confirm the 
lensed systems.  

IFU offers the most cost effective way of measuring redshifts of background lensed 
galaxies.  

El Gordo
No spect-z so far



  

The Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF)

Hundreds of lensed galaxies at high redshift

IFU is the most efficient way of confirming lensed systems, and getting their redshifts

Opportunity to study distant galaxies in detail (~ 2 magnitudes boost)



  

Lagatutta et al. 2019

IFU of HFF clusters



  

Knot identification 
with IFU



  

Karman et al. 2015

Complementary mass estimates from velocity maps from IFU

Krajnovic et al. 2017

Estimating both, the velocity of the central BCG 
as well as velocity dispersion of the member 
galaxies provides valuable complementary 
information to the lensing constraints to improve 
the lens model. 



  

HST

GTC

GTC

z=5.75 Ly-a emitter



  

EW~470 Angstrom

A “typical” galaxy responsible of cosmic reionization? 



  

Transients in galaxy clusters offer a unique opportunity to study both the dark matter 
(warm, PBHs, wave DM, ...) and the cosmological model (time delays). 

Accurate characterization of the background source (spectra) is fundamental to reduce 
the space of parameters and eliminate degeneracies. 

Good examples are SNe and magnified stars, including PopIII but also QSO's 
(variable)

Kelly et al. 2018

Icarus star @ z=1.49

Diego et al. 2018
Diego 2019



  

Refsdal constraints on Ho

Vega-Ferrero et al. 2019

Need accurate lens models



  

http://archive.cefca.es/catalogues/minijpas-pdr201912

Gravitational Lenses in J-PAS

Approx. 5000 sq. degrees in 54 NB filters (plus 3-4 BB filters and 1 MB filter). 

Accurate spectroscopic redshifts 

Great potential to identify “rare” objects,  based on their spectroscopic signature.  

1st Data Release!



  

Strong lensing with J-PAS

Most lenses will be elliptical galaxies

Most background objects will be at z~2 (SF galaxies with lines).

Many lens systems will appear as a superposition of two spectra (LRG+SF galaxy)



  

J-PAS specially well suited to discover gravitationally lensed high-z QSO

Jimenez-Vicente et al. 2015

Broad emission lines are affected by microlensing different 
than high-ionization lines and continuum. By looking at the 
ratio of line vs continuum flux  one can infer the amount of 
microlensing and constrain the amount of DM in PBHs.
Also by looking at magnification distortions within a single line

Hutsemekers et al. 2019



  

MAAT @ GTC

Very valuable tool for studying strong lenses

Particularly massive ones (clusters), where tens of background sources result in 
a crowded field

Take advantage of magnification boost to study fainter distant objects


